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AGITATIONS OF PEOPLE IN OTHER COUNTRIES

In Chile :
On June 11 (2015), students throughout the country had protested demanding reforms of

education, stopping privatised education, removing the restraints on granting central funds to
education, on the very day of formally launching the soccer tournament by the president of Chile.
They have protested in Santiago at Alameda Avenue, by destroying barricades and stopping traffic,
demanding the ending of privatisation in education.

In Japan :
On June 14, around 25,000 protesters have protested by surrounding the building of the P.M.

of Japan opposing the intended new security laws that will give extrodinary war powers to the
government; which may lead to new armed conflicts with other countries.

In Armenia :
Protesting against the rise in the electricity charges the people throughout the country have

protested continuously for a week in the 3rd week of June, due to which the government has to
unable to withstand the fury of the people, and announced that it is stopping the electricity charges
that have been enhanced.

In London :
Tens of thousands of people joined in a protest march-anti-austerity march-through central

London on June 20, exhibiting placards with slogans such as “END AUSTERITY NOW” AND
“NOCUTS” and “HELTH NOT WEALTH”.

In Rome :
Activists on June 28th urging the adoption of an ambitious legally-binding global agreement

changes at the forthcoming U.N. conference in Paris displayed banner in St Peter’s square at the
Vatican prior to Pope Francis’ Sunday Angular Player. The banners read slogans like “OUR WORLD
IS A GRAVE- SOCIAL DEBT TO POOR” etc.

In Philippines :
On July 3, protesters marched towards US embassy in Manila, ahead of a US-Philippines

Friendship day celebrations set for July 4, denouncing the lop sided nature of the friendship which
benefits only the US. They carried banners with slogans like “STOP the RAPE of our MOTHER-
LAND!”

In Japan :
Opposing the disputed security bill on July 15, again around 20,000 protesters rallied in TOKYO,

protesting against the anti-constitutional bill.

In Israel :
Condemning the political violence, thousands of Israels conducted protest demonstrations on

the night of July 31, in Jerusalem, Tel-AVIV and HAFIA towns of Israel. They demanded to end
violence, Hatred, false and falsified comments on their land, which are against Jewish traditions.

In Germany :
On Aug 15, several hundreds of environmental activists stormed a lignite mine in Western

Germany, at the open-pit coal mine near Garzweiler, protesting against use of coal for electricity
production. They displayed a banner reading “we do not have to stop protests – Leave the coal
underground”.

In Britain:
Protesting the hike in Railway fares, on August 18, the railway unions conducted protest

demonstrations, against abnormal hike of railway fares to 25% and demanding to nationalise
railways.

In USA :
Condemning and protesting against the increasing of killings and violence against Afro-

Americans, on Aug 18, hundreds of protesters conducted a protest march of 25 kms from Baltimore
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to Washington. They also claimed that number of committing suicides by 50% is in Baltimore city
itself and those 238 suicides were committed in 8 month of 2015, in Baltimore.

In France :
On Aug 19, in a protest in Saint Lo, France farmers have blockaded roads and stopped hundreds

of trucks bringing in foreign meat, vegetables and dairy produce in renewed protesting against
falling prices and cheap imports.

In Lebanon :
On Aug 24, thousands of protesters demanded the government’s resignation over garbage

piling up on the streets of Beirut, after the capital’s main land fill was closed a month ago.

In West Sahara :
Protesting the abuse of human rights and incarcerating those who protested against abuse of

human rights, and the indirect rule of Morocco from 1975, on Aug 25, came on to the streets with
protest demonstrations in West Sahara.

In Malaysia :
Malaysian pro-democracy group activists on Aug 29 have conducted massive protest rallies

against the allegations of suspicious money transfers in to the accounts of prime minister.

In Japan :
On Aug 31, more than twenty thousands of people protested in Tokyo, protesting against the

new war bill, in front of the Japan parliament.

In France :
Thousands of farmers from the countries of EuropeanUnion, on September 7, have protested

in Brussels of France in front of the E.U. council building. More than 5,000 farmers from Belgium,
France and Germany have participated in these protest demonstrations. They protested against
falling prices of Beef, Pork, other meats and dairy products. In France the farmers are indebted to a
tune of more than a billion Euros- 10% on their lands, and farms are on the verge of bankruptcy.
They demanded for better and beneficial opportunities in the markets. They demanded governmental
assistance to rescue them from losses. They blocked the roads in Brussels in protests, with tractors.

In Japan :
Again on September 12, more than 100,000 protesters protested in front of parliament of Japan

in TOKYO, expressing their fury over the new war act, that strengthens the military. They wore anti-
fascist tea shirts, in their protest demonstrations.

In Spain :
On September 12, more than 20, 00,000 people demanding independence to Catalonia region,

at Barcelona. They conducted a mega March in support of their demand.

In London :
On September 12, tens of thousands of Europeans rallied urging solidarity with the huge

members of refugees entering the continent. They have demonstrated outside the parliament in
London with banners “Refugees Welcome here”, demanding government welcome more refugees
in Britain.
In Philippines :

On September 16, hundreds of students protested in front of U.S. embassy in Manila opposing
the stay of U.S. military contingents in Philippines. They gave anti-American slogans demanding
that the American military shall immediately go away from their country. They also demanded that
the US army, warships and war-plans shall not be permitted in to their country.
In Greece :

On Sept 27, a solidarity demonstration for refugees was conducted in front of the E.U. offices
in Athens. They carried placards reading “European imperialists are murderers, plunderers and
deceivers” etc.
In Peru :

On Sept 28, while the local farmers at Lima were protesting against the construction of China
processing plants, near the copper mines of Lima, the police have brutally fired on them injuring 17
farmers. 15,000 farmers have participated in the protest demonstrations.
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In Czechoslovakia :
On Sept 29, a protest in Pange was held demanding Czechoslovakia to come out of NATO.

They expressed their anger against the base of U.S. military in their country.
In Germany :

On Oct 12, more than 2.5 lakhs of people have conducted a massive-protest demonstration, in
Berlin protesting against the Free Trade Agreements signed in Between America, E.U. and Canada.
They claimed that these agreements are beneficial to Multi-national Corporation and their power
and anti-people which will gobble up the human and democratic rights of the people.
In Spain :

On Oct 17, in Madrid of Spain, protesters belonging to 1300 organisations have conducted
massive protest demonstration against increasing poverty and opposing E.U.-Trans Atlantic free
trade agreement.

They claimed that the FTA will have adverse effects on people and on their human rights and
welfare, leading to anti people policies. They reported that 700 millions of people throughout the
world are suffering with abject poverty and that 70% of them are women.

In Italy :
Protesting against the military exercises of NATO army, thousands of people protested in the

streets of Rome. They protested against the stay of NATO units in ITALY. The protest demonstration
were also conducted in Messina, Catania and Ragusa on November 2.

In London :
Students protesting against cuts in the allotments to the education sector and increasing tuition

fees on October 4, conducted a protest rally and a protest demonstration in front of parliament of
Britain in London.

In Iran :
Chanting “Death to America” and burning U.S. flag, Iranian protesters have protested in Tehran

outside the former U.S. embassy with a protest demonstration marking the anniversary of the U.S.
embassy seizure by students on 1979. They gave anti-Washington slogans. They called the day of
protest as “National Day of the fight against Global Arrogance”. The protesters held placards with
slogans “Down with USA” and “Death to America” and “Down with Israel”.

In Philippines :
On Nov 6, Filipino health workers protested against the Trans-Pacific partnership Agreement in

front of U.S. embassy in Manila Philippines, carrying placards with slogans like “Anti- People Economic
connivance” and anti-American slogans.

In Britain :
Demanding equal wages with males, women started a protest in new from viz not to take

(receive) their wages up to Jan 1(2016) and to work full-time. They claim there is a difference of
14.2% of wages between males and females. They are demanding “Equal pay for Equal work”.
They started their protest agitation from October 9.

In Germany :
On Nov 10, hundreds of thousands of people marched in Berlin, in protest against a free trade

deal between E.U. and U.S. 2,50,000 people participated in this protest demonstration.

In South Korea :
On Nov 14, more than 80,000 people protested in Seal against anti-people policies of the

government. This is the biggest protest demonstration in 7 years in S.Korea. Workers, farmers,
youth, students and women have participated in this protest demonstration.

In Philippines :

More than a thousand people protested in Manila, the venue of APEC summit. They alleged
that U.S. is sole responsible for change of atmospheric environmental changes. They burned the
American flag in protest. They carried placards with slogans like “JUNK APEC” etc.

In London :

Anti-war protester took to streets in London on Nov 29; in a country wide demonstration against
Britain’s military involvement in Syria. They protested outside Downing Street against a possible
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British involvement in Syria. They carried placards with the slogan “Keep Calm and Don’t Bomb
Syria”. 5000 protesters participated in the protest.

Anti-war protests took place in Spain also on Nov 29. In Madrid in front of Sophia Museum
thousands of protesters along with Madrid Mayor and famous actors participated. They carried
placards with slogans like “Bombing Doesn’t Kill an Ideology. It Feeds It”

In Japan :

On Nov 29, in TOKYO an Anti-US base protest rally was held. Protesters carried placards with
slogan that reads” No to Henco New Base”.

In France :

On Nov 29, on a cold, winter evening in Paris, Environmentalists held a protest walk, near the
place dela Republique, behind a banner which reads “climate Emergency, Summon Resistance”.
Climate change activists from across the globe held walks expressing solidarityprotest
demonstrations in Paris, with demonstrations taking place in London’s Westminster, in Australian
cities Sydney, Brisbane and Canberra and Auckland in New Zeeland.
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